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Fig. 1: Evolution of seepage face

tional challenge during the solution of the multiconstituent flow
problem in porous media is the treatment of unilateral boundary
conditions that arise when liquid may escape from the porous
domain through a region prone to changes in saturation (Fig. 1).
These kind of boundary conditions greatly increase the difficulty
especially in coupled simulations and hence require a proper method to treat them.
This presentation aims to clarify the aforementioned challenges
and to suggest a couple of algorithms that were published in to
their solution. Focus will be given to:
• the innovation around the derivation of all consistent operators and correct setting up of initial conditions;
• new method to handle unilateral boundary conditions;
• the concept of references and a hysteretic liquid retention model derived from it;
• computer implementation aspects and the convenient use of
the Go language to develop a general purpose FE solver with
parallel computing capabilities (Gofem).
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The Theory of Porous Media (TPM)
is a rational and convenient mathematical framework to represent
the macroscopic behaviour of porous media including interactions
between multiple constituents.
The resulting system of equations
is usually known as the hydromechanical problem and seldom
possesses analytical solutions with
few exceptions; however many successful applications take advantage
of numerical solutions based on the
finite element method (FEM). A way
to update primary and state variables in the FEM is to use implicit
schemes that are unconditionally
stable. These schemes nonetheless
require a number of (consistent) derivatives for achieving (quadratic)
convergence when using Newton’s
method. Furthermore, all state variables must be initialised with consistent initial conditions. Therefore,
overall consistency of the numerical solver must be followed in order
to obtain accurate results under
feasible computing times. An addi-

